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The standard approach of Buehler et al. [1] for tracking arms and hands requires manual labelling of 64 frames per video, which is around three hours of manual user input per one hour of TV footage. In addition, the tracker (by detection) is based on expensive computational models and requires hundreds of seconds computation time per frame. These two factors have hindered the large scale application of this method. In this paper we describe a method for tracking joint positions (of arms and hands) without any manual annotation and, after automatic initialisation, the system runs in real-time.
Our contributions are (i) a co-segmentation algorithm that automatically separates the signer from any signed TV broadcast using a generative layered model; (ii) a method of predicting joint positions given only the segmentation and a colour model using a random forest regressor; and (iii) demonstrating that the random forest can be trained from an existing semi-automatic, but computationally expensive, tracker. Figure 1 illustrates the processing steps. Random forests for pose estimation. In recent years there has been increasing interest in random forest/fern-based methods. In particular we are interested in the work on human pose estimation, where random forests have most recently been used to infer full body pose [2]. However, the success of these pose methods depends upon the use of depth imagery which is colour and texture invariant, while also making background subtraction much easier. Here we propose an upper body pose estimation method that exploits the efficiency and accuracy of random forests without the need for depth images, and instead use raw RGB images with only a partially known background (as described below). See Figures 4 and 5 for illustrations of this method and a comparison against ground truth. Co-segmentation for signer extraction. Co-segmentation methods consider sets of images where the appearance of foreground and/or background share some similarities, and exploit these similarities to obtain accurate foreground-background segmentations. In our case we exploit the fact that sign language broadcasts consist of a layered model of the foreground and two separate backgrounds, one that is static throughout each video and another that changes with each frame. The signer stands partially against the static background and partially against the changing background (which they are describing).
To this end we propose a co-segmentation algorithm that automatically separates signers from any signed TV broadcast by building a generative layered model as shown in Figures 2 and 3 . We use this layered model of the signer in conjunction with a foreground colour model to provide a suitable input representation for the random forest regressor, superior to using the raw input image itself, and not requiring depth data.
The method is applied to signing footage with changing background, challenging imaging conditions, and for different signers. We achieve superior joint localisation results to those obtained using the method of Buehler et al. 
